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“Then Jesus said to his disciples, “If any of you wants to be my follower,
you must give up your own way, take up your cross, and follow me.”
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What is the significance of Lent in the life of a Christian?

“It is my conviction that one of the reasons we exhibit very little
spiritual power is because we are unwilling to accept and experience
the fellowship of the Savior’s sufferings, which means
acceptance of His cross.” A.W. Tozer (p52)

Understanding “consequence” vs “significance” … {Matt. 25}
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Understanding “consequence” vs “significance” … {Matt. 25}

“Our cross will be determined by whatever ________ and
____________ and ___________ which will yet come to us
because of our ____________ to the will of God.”
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Consider this for personal reflection this week ...
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> What does your “cross” look like personally?
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> How can embracing your “cross” daily change your perception of God
working in your life?
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